
Is the paper produced from the illegally cut timber legal itself?

The Finnish paper producers support illegal logging in the Russian Federation.

March 3, 2003, Moscow. Today Greenpeace-Russia picketed the Finnish Embassy in Moscow
with a poster demanding "Do Not Support Illegal Logging!" addressed to the Finnish timber industry.

The annual amount of the timber import from Russia by the Finnish companies totals about 11 million
cubic meters which exceeds 1/3 of the total Russian timber export. The most active on the Russian market are
the biggest Finnish timber companies like Stora-Enso, UPM-Kummene and M-Real. These companies, being
members of the Finnish Timber Industry Federation, actively present themselves as so to say "civilized" and
law abiding forest users. Back in August 2002 they incurred the following obligations, namely:

- To purchase ONLY that timber which logging was legal according to the international and national forest
regulations.

- To facilitate sustainable forest management in accordance with the basic international principles.

Nevertheless the Finnish companies continue buying illegally cut timber. More than 75% of the
purchased by the Finnish companies timber in Russia proves to have been cut with violations of the Russian
forest regulations.

«By purchasing semilegal timber the Finnish companies spur up the development of the so-called
"gray" timber market, i.e. the market of "partially legal timber" which though backed up with the permit
documents proves to have been cut with violations of the Russian forest law" - said Alexey Yaroshenko, Head
of the Greenpeace-Russia Forest Department. - "Such influential participants of the Russian timber market as
the biggest Finnish timber companies should make their business in Russia in a civilized way and must not
stipulate the prosperity of the illegal timber market."

Greenpeace demands that the Finnish timber companies must maintain the incurred obligations.
To fulfill that they must:

1. Stop buying the timber if the forest surveying and logging plans ("lesoustrojstvo") according to which it was
cut had not been approved by the state ecological expertise.

2. Stop buying the timber which is cut without forest surveying or in compliance with the expired one.

3. Stop buying the timber cut by the leschozez (state forest authorities) within the logging concessions.

4. Stop buying the timber logged by state authority (leskhoz) if prior to its logging no action was made to
identify another performer of the logging (e.g. to put up plots for intermediate logging to auction or to inform
other forest users acting within the given administrative area) and if there is no documented evidence of the
absence of such other performer.

For more detailed information please contact Alexey Yaroshenko by tel. ## 257-41-16/18/22



Additional information:

The most commonly occurring violations typical for the suppliers of the Finnish companies are:

Logging at the territories for which the preceding forest surveying got expired while a new one is not
finished (i.e. forest use without forest surveying). According to the present RF Forest Code (Article 74) "Forest
management without forest surveying is forbidden". According to draft estimates more than 1/3 of the
purchased by the Finnish companies timber have been logged with the violation of this article.

Logging according to the forest surveying or logging plans not approved by the state ecological expertise.
According to the active law "On Ecological Expertise" (Article 11), "Subject to the obligatory state ecological
expertise carried out on a federal level are … projects and schemes of protection and use of the water, forest,
land and other natural resources in the Russian Federation", hence including forest surveying and logging plans.
According to Article 30 of the same law "Violations of the RF Law on Ecological Expertise … are: … the
realization of the object of ecological expertise without a positive conclusion of the state ecological expertise".
This norm is applicable to those materials of forest surveying and logging plans which have been developed
after the noted law was enacted in December 1995. Due to draft estimates, no less than 60% of the purchased
by the Finnish companies timber was cut with the violations of the law "On the State Ecological Expertise"..

Logging by leskhozes (state forest authorities) in the cases when there is another performer of the
logging. According to the present RF Forest Code (Article 91) "The leskhozes of the federal agency of forest
management are obliged to … perform intermediate logging if there is no other performer of this logging." In
the reality the leskhozes perform intermediate loggings (thinnings, selected salvage loggings etc.) without
checking the presence of another performer (without putting up the cutting area to auction or informing
interested forest users by any other way). It is a common situation when leskhozes perform intermediate
logging in the areas where there evidently is another actor, for instance in the concession areas. The logging by
leschozes are usually characterized by most serious violations, e.g. by the selection of the best quality timber in
the best quality and most accessible forest areas. Moreover the leschozes do not pay a penny to the state for the
right for logging as formally these loggings are regarded as thinnings or salvages. According to draft estimates
no less than 5% of the purchased by the Finnish companies timber have been logged with an evident violation
of Article 91 of the RF Forest Code (in the logging concessions of other loggers), and no less than 20% - with a
hidden violation of Article 91 (by leschozes without checking the presence of another performer of
intermediate logging).


